THE BIG EASY

More space inside, more coverage outside—with 2.2 cu. ft. of space, LG gives you the largest capacity over-the-range microwave available*, so cooking for a crowd is no problem. And with LG’s enhanced ExtendaVent™ 2.0, you can say goodbye to unwanted smoke and lingering cooking smells—and hello to ventilation that covers the complete cooktop from front to back. Add the quick, scrub-free cleaning of EasyClean® interior, and those big family meals just got easier.

COOKING PERFORMANCE
- 2.2 cu.ft. Oven Capacity
- 2nd Generation Slide-Out Ventilation
- 1000 Watts
- 400 CFM Exhaust Fan
- Sensor Cooking

STYLE AND DESIGN
- Premium Stainless Steel Finish
- ProStyle Design
- SmoothTouch™ Glass Controls

CONVENIENCE
- ExtendaVent™ 2.0
- EasyClean®
- Energy Savings Key
- QuietPower Ventilation System

ExtendaVent™ 2.0
Say goodbye to smoke and lingering cooking smells and hello to LG’s enhanced ExtendaVent™ 2.0. Where most over-the-range microwaves only cover the rear of the cooktop, ExtendaVent™ 2.0 provides powerful ventilation over the entire cooktop, back to front. That’s what we call clearing the air.

EasyClean®
Spills? Splatters? Don’t sweat it. LG’s EasyClean® interior resists stains and buildup, so cleaning your microwave doesn’t have to be a chore. Simply wipe with a damp cloth—no chemicals, no scrubbing, no problem.

Largest Capacity
With the largest capacity at 2.2 cu.ft., there’s always plenty of room to heat large items.

*Based on manufacturers’ published specifications of over-the-range microwaves as of January, 2014.
2.2 cu.ft. Over-the-Range Microwave Oven

LMH2235ST

CAPACITY
Oven Capacity 2.2 cu. ft.

FEATURES
Watts 1,000
Exterior Design WideView™ Traditional
Control Type SmoothTouch™ Glass Controls
Display White, VFD Scrolling, 2 Line

COOKING FEATURES
Sensor Cook Options 8
Power Levels 10
Defrost Auto, Time and Rapid Defrost
Reheat Sensor Reheat
Popcorn Key
EZ On (Add 30 seconds)
More/Less
Melt/Soften
Custom Set

CONVENIENCE FEATURES
EasyClean®
Energy Savings Key
Bi-Level Cooking Rack
Turntable Type DDS
Turntable Diameter 14.2"
Clock
Kitchen Timer
Completion Beeper
Turntable On/Off

LIGHTING
Lighting LED

SAFETY FEATURES
Child Lock

VENTING SYSTEM
Filtration Charcoal Filter
Power Levels 4 (Hi/Low/Off)
Vent Grille Type Hidden
Vent Air Flow (CFM) 400

MATERIALS/FINISHES
Available Colors Stainless Steel (ST)
Interior Color Gray

DIMENSIONS
Cavity (WxHxD) 22" x 11 5/8" x 14 5/8"
Exterior (WxHxD) 29 7/8" x 17 15/16" x 15 7/8"
Shipping Qty. 288 sets / 40ft.
Net Weight 73.5 lbs
Shipping Weight 78 lbs
Shipping Dimensions (WxHxD) 33 1/2" x 20 3/4" x 20 1/2"

LIMITED WARRANTY
1 Year Parts and Labor (In Home Service)
10 Years Limited on Magnetron (In Home Service)

UPC CODES
LMH2235ST Stainless Steel 048231 319003